
 Building Utility and the Road Ahead
From the very beginning, the ADA Ninjaz team knew that creating and selling 
NFTs would not be sufficient enough. We needed to be different and set ourselves 
apart by building an ongoing utility that integrates our NFTs with our manga-
comic whilst supporting our thriving community and Ninjaz holders.

As developers, we are faced with the biggest challenge: the balancing act of 
appealing to the short-term expectations of the market against the long-term 
value generation of the ecosystem.

ADA Ninjaz is a long-term project, yet NFTs are currently a short-term market.
Real development and value generation take time. The ADA Ninjaz team will 
deliver one of the best manga-comics in the NFT space. But we need time.

With that being said, below are a few core utilities that are currently in place
to support both the short-term and long-term ADA Ninjaz ecosystem:

Utility One: Voting Rights

Holders of ADA Ninjaz Clan NFTs are given voting rights to vote on two key 
elements:

1. General operations; and
2. ADA Ninjaz story, lore, and world creation.

Our aim is not to show the community the behind-the-scenes alone, but to also 
enable them to be directly involved in the entire process. We want the ADA Ninjaz 
community to create the ADA Ninjaz universe.

Some examples of voting decisions may include:

1. General operations:

a) Development of roadmap items e.g. Should the team focus more on written or
visual storytelling? If we created merchandise would you purchase it or should our
resources be used differently?

b) Would you prefer 20 songs without vocals or 10 songs with vocals
(opportunity cost)?



c) Should the manga-comic be read from left to right or right to left?

d) Adding and removing various Discord channels.

ADA Ninjaz story, lore and world creation:

a) Create NPCs that will populate the world of Ninava (clan-specific territories
so that each NFT batch controls a certain area and can only create in that area)

b) ADAn and Origins manga series: Vote/Decide on major decisions on direction
a main or secondary character takes during or at the end of an episode

c) Character X is at a crossroads, should they take the X, Y, or Z route?

d) A new character is being introduced in the manga-comic, what do they look like?

e) The first clan war is about to occur, in which Ninavian city should this fight occur?

f) Create different cities/regions/etc and name them

g) Clan Wars: Send messages from one clan to the other through the “central
communication system in Ninava”

h) Name your Ninjaz (NFTs)

i) Choose your clan’s animal

Note: All restricted NFT voting decisions are currently made via our Discord. 
We understand that this may be a barrier for a few of our holders. 
We will transition to voting on our website via a much simpler Cardano wallet
integration the moment the infrastructure becomes plausible to implement 
on our end.



Voting through storytelling and roleplaying

Clan Wars: Stories

Each week in the ADA Ninjaz Discord server the team hosts a 45-minute 
live clan wars storytelling event. Each clan will be presented with their clan’s 
story through the lens of their respective protagonists. Clans are required to 
vote at various intervals to decide which action their protagonists will make. 
Outcomes of the votes impact the manga and its story, while providing a live 
and interactive experience to holders to experience.

Clan Wars: Districts and Duels

Clan Wars: Districts and Duels (CW:DnD) is a dungeons and dragons-inspired 
event that also takes place weekly in the ADA Ninjaz Discord server. Clans 
battle it out in a 45-minute session that includes a skirmish between the three 
clans, with a death toll at the end of each session. At the end of each season, 
the total deaths will be tallied and the winning clan will be rewarded (to be 
announced).                                                                                                             

Utility Two: Exclusive Access to Collaborations, Collections, 
Events, and Airdrops
Collaborations

Since launch, we have collaborated with 29 CNFT projects in the form of giveaways,
donations, and rewards. In 2022, we will extend our focus and reach not just to 
the wider NFT community, but also the wider artist and manga communities.

ADA Ninjaz will be collaborating with the intention of providing our holders 
with exclusive collections of NFTs, manga, merch, educational content, etc. 
Ninjaz holders will receive access to these collaborations in the form of early 
access, airdrops, and giveaways.

For example, we intend to reach out to independent artists with the hopes 
of showcasing their work on the Cardano blockchain. To support these artists 
and provide them with a platform, we will be minting some of their artwork, 
created specifically for ADA Ninjaz, and airdropping them to ADA Ninjaz NFT 
holders. 



We will also work with other projects to provide their artists with a platform via our 
manga to showcase elements of their NFTs/universe within the ADA Ninjaz 
manga.

If you are or know any artists that would like to collaborate with ADA Ninjaz, please 
send an email to marketing@adaninjaz.com. 
We would love to hear from you!

NFT-Link and Physical Merchandise

We are excited to announce our partnership with NFT-Link (NFT-L) , who we’ll be 
working with closely to introduce unique sets of limited-edition physical 
merchandise.

Each individual product will have an NFT-L NFC chip attached to it that when 
scanned, takes you to an NFT certificate of authenticity of the physical item.

The first NFT-L product to be released under this partnership will be 100 
first-edition ADAn: Aramar Origins manga volumes.

Each Volume will include two NFT-Ls. The first NFT-L will take you to a website 
page where you can read the manga and the second will take you to the online 
NFT certificate of authenticity.

Collectors now have the benefit of being able to experience all that is inside 
the manga volume whilst keeping the physical collectible in new and unopened 
condition.

mailto:marketing@adaninjaz.com


Utility Three: NFT-Specific

Season 1 - The Aramar Clan (S1)

Unique clan utility: As the Genesis or OG collection of ADA Ninjaz, Aramar Clan 
NFT holders will receive double the governance voting rights.

S1 holders will also be given exclusive early access to mint the Atsuko Clan NFTs 
(S2).

Season 2 - The Atsuko Clan (S2)

Season 2 - The Atsuko Clan (S2 NFTs will be launching on 04 February 2022). 
Similar to S1, S2 will be a collection of 8,888 of algorithmically generated profile 
picture style NFTs.

Minting of S2 will occur on our official ADA Ninjaz website, found here.

Reminder: To be able to mint S2, you must hold at least one S1 NFT in
your connected wallet.

Unique clan utility: Double the voting rights for lore and world creation.

Season 3 - The Daisuke Clan (S3)

Expected Release Date: Q2 2022
Total NFTs: 8,888
Price: TBA
Unique utility: TBA

The Great Ninjaz Burn

It wouldn’t be a Ninjaz clan war without death… When all three seasons of NFTs 
have been released, the ‘Great Ninjaz Burn’ event will take place (estimated 
early Q4 2022) .

The Great Ninjaz Burn will directly align with the story in our ADAn manga titles, 
and as voted upon by the community. The stakes will be high… which clan will 
come out on top after the burn?

https://www.adaninjaz.com/


How it will work

      ADA Ninjaz NFT holders will be able to burn a prescribed 
combination of ADA Ninjaz NFTs to receive a Smoke NFT.

      The Smoke NFT will be unrevealed until all required Ninjaz have been 
burned or after one week of launch, whichever occurs first.

 The Smoke NFT will absorb all utilities of the burnt Ninjaz and additional 
utility that is to be announced.
      The Smoke NFTs will be scarcer than any of the previous season’s NFT 
collection.

This is our method to introduce roleplaying and gamification at the Cardano 
blockchain/policy ID level. As such, the details above may be most subject to 
change as we further refine the game logic and technical aspects of the
‘burn’ to ensure fair play and the longevity of the project.

Clans, get ready! Because every single voting action you make from now until 
the burn will ultimately decide your clan’s fate!

Utility Four: Commercial Rights

Although ADA Ninjaz holds all Intellectual Property (IP) rights of the ADA Ninjaz 
brand, all ADA Ninjaz NFT owners are given full commercial license rights to 
their specific ADA Ninjaz NFT. Just to reiterate - you own your ADA Ninjaz NFTs, 
but you do not own ADA Ninjaz.

This applies to all current and future NFTs, including any airdrops, unless 
exclusively specified in the metadata.

The ADA Ninjaz logos cannot be reproduced for any reason without
prior permission.

The below table describes a few examples of what can/can't be done under the 
commercial license:



Utility Five: Other

What you can do

Print your ADA Ninjaz NFT(s) 
on merchandise to sell.

Representing yourself, your brand, 
or your product as only your owned 

ADA Ninjaz NFT(s) e.g. 
ADA Ninjaz Aramar Clan - #0296.

Commissioning an independent artist 
to illustrate your ADA Ninjaz NFT(s) with 

an intent to sell for profit.

Painting your ADA Ninjaz NFT(s) 
with the exact same attributes/traits.

What you can't do

Print your ADA Ninjaz NFT + other ADA 
Ninjaz NFTs that you do not own on 

merchandise to sell.

Representing yourself, your brand, 
or your product as part 

of the official ADA Ninjaz 
team/brand in any marketing material.

Commissioning an independent artist
 to illustrate any ADA Ninjaz NFT(s) that 

you do not own with an intent 
to sell for profit.

Painting your ADA Ninjaz NFT(s) 
with less, more, or a

 different set of attributes/traits.

Ninjaz Community-led NFT Investments DAO (Decentralized Autonomous 
Organization)

This Ninjaz DAO will collectively work on purchasing NFTs that will benefit Ninjaz 
holders involved in the DAO. DAO members will receive the returns from sales of 
all NFTs purchased using the DAO’s pool of funds. All decisions are voted upon 
by DAO members e.g. what NFT to purchase, when to sell, amount of contribution 
required by each DAO member, rewards system, etc.



ADA Ninjaz: Clan Battles is a rogue-like 2D 8/16 bit pixel style multiplayer game 
where ADA Ninjaz NFT holders get to battle it out 1v1 against other ADA Ninjaz 
NFT Holders.

The game will include a leaderboard with weekly rewards being handed out to the 
most active and/or top performers. The more PvP (Player vs Player) battles you 
compete in, the more you win and the more you earn to reach the top of the 
leaderboard.

The DAO will consist of an executive committee made up of up to 6 community 
members (voted on by DAO members), plus up to 2 Ninjaz team members 
(also voted on by DAO members). The ADA Ninjaz team will play an administrative 
role in supporting and managing the DAO as the community sees best.

The ADA Ninjaz team will not receive any returns from the sale of the NFTs 
purchased by the DAO.

For requirements to enter and participate in the DAO, please head on over to our 
Discord here and speak to one of the Ninjaz Admins.

Game - ADA Ninjaz: Clan Battles

https://discord.gg/adaninjaz


This is a simple game that the team has developed to bring forth an extra layer of
roleplaying, competitiveness, and banter within the ADA Ninjaz community.
We did not build the game with the expectation of competing with other projects 
whose core business is NFT gaming. Nonetheless, various factors make the game 
progression interesting such as accessing a range of equippable items, special 
moves, skills, and power-ups.

ADA Ninjaz: Clan Battles is expected to launch late Q1 2022.

So, you think the Daisuke are better than the Atsuko? Stuck in a heated exchange
that ain’t going anywhere? There’s only one way to resolve it….
take it to ADA Ninjaz: Clan Battles!

You would have noticed that one of our missions is to generate and integrate value
around anime, yet in this entire paper, there hasn’t been any discussion around
the concept of anime.

Why’s that you say? Because anime is the long-term play. It is our ultimate vision 
for the ADA Ninjaz brand to have your Ninjaz and the world of Ninava represented 
on the big screen.

This, we know, does not come cheap. Production of anime and any TV series, in
general, requires up-front capital and expertise. As much as the team would love 
to produce an anime for the community, we know that although not impossible, 
it would be highly inefficient if we were to tackle the production on our own.

That is why, in 2022, we will do what we do best, delivering exceptional community 
engagement and high-quality manga.

The Endgame



We are not only proving to ourselves and the community that we can deliver upon our 
promises, but we are demonstrating to production studios that we are the project that 
they would want to work with. Our proven and delivered products become the pitch, 
not our concepts.


